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THANK YOU MIMSTER TEDESCHI FOR YOUR WARM INTRODUCTION
I AM PLEASED TO BE HERE TODAY BECAUSE OF THE IMPORTANCE OF TI{E U S. -
EUROPEAN RELATIONSHIP AND TI{E INTEREST IN THAT RELATIONSHIP I
DEVELOPED DURING IVTY YEARS IN BRUSSELS. BUT I MUST SAY THAT I AM
ALSO PLEASED TO BE HERE BECAUSE OF TIIE STRONG SUPPORT TI{E ITALIAN
PRESIDENCY PROVIDED FOR T}IE EUROPEAN LINION OVER THE LAST STX
MONTHS -- DESPITE THE DMFICULTIES IT FACED.
UNDER TIIE ITALIA}I PRESIDENCY WE SAW THIS MONTTTS EXCELLENT U.S.-EU
SIIMMIT, WHERE WE WERE ABLE NOT ONLY TO TALK FRANKLY ON
TROUBLESOME ISSUES BUT ALSO WERE ABLE TO AGREE ON MUCH OF
IMPORTANCE AS WE REVIEWED TI{E FIRST SIX MONTHS OF TI{E NEW
TRA){SATL.II.iTIC AGENDA AND SET OUR GOALS FOR THE COMING SIX MONTHS
2TODAY I WOULD LTKE TO GI\G MY PERSPECTIVE ON TRANSATLfu\TIC
RELATIONS A\D HIGHLIGHT SOIVTE OF TFIE N,IPORTANT BILATERAL ISSI.,ES THAT
ARE BEFORE US BEFORE r DO SO, HOwEVE& I WOTLD LIKE TO TOUCH BRIEFLY
ON VIY PzuOzuTiES FOR TFIE NTERNATIONAL TRADE ADTMIMSTRATION
KEY PRIORITMS
FIRST, I AJ'VI GOING TO STRENGTFIEN OIIR TRADE COORDINATION AND TRADE
PROMOTION RESPONSIBILITIES, MAKING IT A PzuOzuTY TO BUTTRESS
ADMINISTRATION-WIDE EFFORTS THROUGH OUR ADVOCACY CENTER AND TI{E
TRADE PROMOTION COORDINATING COMMITTEE.
SECOND, I WILL STRENGT}IEN TRADE ENFORCEMENT EFFORTS. I AM A STRONG
BELIEVER IN FREE TRADE, BUT WE CA}INOT TAKE FREE TRADE FOR GRA}'ITED
FOR EXAMPLE, A POLL TAKEN NOT TOO LONG AGO SHOWED THAT BY MORE
THAN 2-1 AMERICANS THINK TRADE COSTS JOBS RATHER THAN CREATES TIEM.
WE HAVE TO WORK HARDER TO BIJILD SUPPORT FOR OPEN TRADE POLICIES
3AN II4PORTANT STEP IS THAT THE PLBLIC MUST SEE WE ARE EFFECTIVELY fu\D
VISIBLY ENFORCIIIG Ot R TLADE AGREEVTENTS WITH THIS [N MII\D, AS ONE OF
MY MAJOR INITIATIVES I A"\I CREATI.NG A TRADE COMPLIANCE CENTER WITHIiV
TT{E TNTERNATIONAL TRADE ADMINIISTRATION THIS CENTER WILL WORK
CLOSELY WITH USTR,S NEW ENFORCEMENT OFFICE TO ENSLB.E U S. FIRIVIS GET
TT{E FULL BENEFITS OF TI{E TRADE AGREEMENTS WE HAVE NEGOTIATED
THIRD, I WLL INCREASE OLts. EMPHASIS ON SMALL AND MEDILIN4-SZED FIRMS.
TI{EIR SHARE OF U S E)GORTS IS HALF WHAT IT IS OF U S INDUSTRIAL
PRODUCTION, AND WE NEED TO RAISE IT WE CAN LEARN A LOT FROM EIIROPE,
WHICH HAS DONE A BETTER JOB HELPING SMALLER FIRMS TRADE WORLDWIDE.
FOURTH, I AM ALIGNING OIJR COMMERCIAL OBJECTIVES MORE CLOSELY WITH
U.S. FOREIGN POLICY GOAIS. TRADE AND I].I\{ESTMENT PLAY AN INCREASINGLY
IMPORTA}IT ROLE IN HELPING THE RESTRUCTURING OF CENTRAL EUROPE A}ID
TI{E FORMER SOVIET TINION AND SITPPORTING THE PEACE PROCESS IN
TROUBLED REGIONS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD, INCLUDING IN TI{E MIDDLE
EAST, NORTI{ERN IRELA}iD, BOSNIA A}ID CROATIA AND SOUTH AFzuCA
4FINALLY, I WILL CONTTTIIIE THE WORK WE HAVE BEGLN WITH THE BIG
EMERGNG VIARKETS OF TI.IE IVORLD THESE ECONOMIES WILL PRODUCE THE
GREATEST OPPORTLA]TIES FOR FUTTIRE TRADE GROWTH HOWEVER. WE IVILL
NOT iGNORE O{.IR HUGE TRADITIONAL MARKETS SUCH AS EUROPE
TO PUT Ei.IROPE IN PERSPECTIVE, THE U S.-ELIROPEAN COMMERCIAL
RELATIONSHIP, COLNTING BOTH E)GORTS AND AFFILIATE PRODUCTION IN
EACH OTI{ER'S MARKETS, AMOLINTS TO OVER $ 1 7 TRILLION ANNUALLY -- Oi,R
LARGEST COMMERCIAL RELATiONSHIP IN THE WORLD BY FAR: 50% LARGER
THAN OIJts. TRANSPACIFIC COIVIMERCE, FOR EXA}4PLE
HIGHLIGHTS OF U.S. EU BILATERAL PROGRESS AND ISSUES
OUR TRA}iSATLANTIC RELATIONSHIP HAS EVOLVED IMMENSELY SINCE THE
IIRUGUAY ROUND'S CONCLUSION A}ID TI{E COLLAPSE OF ''THE WALL'' WHICH
SYMBOLZED THE DIVISION OF EUROPE AND THE GLOBAL POLITY THAT WAS A
CONSEQUENCE
DIJRING MY TENIIRE AS U.S. AMBASSADOR TO TFIE EU, I SAW A FULL A}ID
STRONG U.S.-EU RELATIONSHIP; BUT NEVER STRONGER TIIAN NOW, FOR T}IE
RELATIONSHIP HAS BEEN TAI(EN TO A NEW LEVEL BY THE NEW TRA}ISAT-
LA}ITIC AGENDA CNTA) AGREED TO IN T'HE U.S.-EU SUMMIT LAST DECEMBER.
5tN MY OPINION, TI-IE NE\,V TR{\SATLANTIC AGENDA IS THE IVIOST SIGNIFICANT
STEP tr\'i U S - EU RELATIONS SNCE THE BEGtitND{G OF THE EiiROPEtu\
NTEGRATION MOVET,IENT N TI.IE I95O'S IT RECOGNIZES THE PRTIVIE
IIVIPORTANCE OF THE TRfu\SATLfu\TIC RELATiONSHIP AND MOVES iT TO A
BROADLY.BASED ACTION AGENDA
IT DEMONSTRATES TI{E CONTINIIED U S COMMITMENT IN THE POST-COLD WAR
ERA TO BE A PARTNER IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF EIIROPE'S FUTIIRE WE WTLL
HARNESS OIIR ENERGIES TOGETHER ACROSS A WIDE RANGE OF POLITICAL,
BUSINESS, ECONOMC, TRADE, SCIENCE, AND IIEALTH IMTIATIVES. I WAS
PRIVILEGED TO PLAY A MAIOR ROLE IN DEVELOPING T}IE NEW TR,fu\SATLANTIC
AGENDA AND I CONSIDER IT ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT CONTRTBUTIONS I
HAVE BEEN ABLE TO MAKE IN PUBLIC SERVICE
I WOULD PARTICULARLY LIKE TO EMPHASIZE ONE OF T}IE NTA'S MOST
IMPORTANT GOALS -- ''BI'ILDINGBRIDGES ACROSS THE ATLANTIC.'' THIS GOAL
IS T}IE KEY TO ALL TT{E REST, FOR ONLY IF THE BUSINESSES A]'ID CITZENS OF
THE UMTED STATES AND THE EU I.NDERSTA}ID, BELIEVE IN, A}ID PARTICIPATE
IN THE TRAI.ISATLA}ITIC RELATIONSHIP CA].i THERE BE T}IE PUBLIC SUPPORT
NECESSARY TO MAKE OUR OTTIER GOALS ATTAINABLE.
6TI-{E TRANSATLtu\TIC BUSn\rESS DIALOGLTE -- THE "TABD" -- IS oNE oF THE MOST
D{TERESTII\G AND Ir,tPoRTA\T DEVELOPIvIENTS rr.,,-.THIS APPROACH I A}l
IIVIPRESSED WITH THE DEGREE TO WHICH THE TABD HAS BEEN EIVIBRACED BY
TRADE POLICY MAKERS ON BOTH SIDES OF THE ATLANTIC. WHAT MAKES
THIS FORLIN4 UNIQI.IE IS THAT IT IS INDUSTRY DzuVEN, fu\D AT THE CEO LEVEL
TFIE TABD'S PROGRESS REPORT PRESENTED IN BRUSSELS LAST MONTH IS AN
EXTREMELY IMPRESSIVE DOCLA{ENT, zuCH IN DETAIL KEY
RE C OMMEND AT I ONS iNC LTID E IPR iMPRO VEMENT S, S TAND ARD S /[4UTUAL
RECOGMTION AGREEMENTS, AND COMPLETION OF AN AGREEMENT TO
ELIMINATE DUTIES ON INFORVIATION TECHNOLOGY PRODUCTS.
AT THE ruNE U.S. -EU SIIMMIT, IT WAS CLEAR THAT TABD INPUT HAD BEEN
STRONGLY CONSIDERED IN CRAFTING THE SEMOR LEVEL GROUP'S REPORT
TO THE PRESIDENTS; AND TOP U.S. AND COMMISSION OFFICIALS AGREED TO
MOVE FORWARD ON SOME OF INDUSTRY'S PzuOzuTIES. NOTABLY, THE
SUMMIT REPORT TOOK NOTE OF THE TABD'S GOAL OF 'APPROVED ONCE,
ACCEPTED TIIROUGHOUT THE TRANSATLANTIC MARI(ETPLACE' -- TI{E FIRST
TIME GOVERNMENTS HAVE CONSIDERED THIS GOAL.
7THE SUMMIT REPORT ALSO HIGHLIGHTS THE TABD'S WORK TN THE AREA OF
AUTOMOBILE STANDARDS HAR}{ONIZATION, MUTUAL RECOGNITION
AGREEMENTS. A SMALL BUSINESS INFORMATION INITIATIVE, AND OTHERS AS
WELL. THE PARTICIPATION OF TWO CEO'S REPRESENTING THE TABD AT THE
SUMMIT WAS ALSO IIVIPORTANT: DA]MLER.BENZ' CEO JUERGEN SCHREMPP,
AND WESTVACO'S (West-VA-co's) JOHN LIIKE, JR.
THE TABD IS A REMARKABLE GROUP. I FEEL VERY STRONGLY THAT THE
CONTRIBUTION IT IS MAKING IS INVALUABLE TO OUR TRADE POLICY
EFFORTS. WE ARE LOOKING FORWARD TO THE TABD'S PLANS FOR A MAIOR
CEO-LEAD CONFERENCE TO BE HELD IN CHICAGO NOVEMBER 8-9, 1996, WHERE
SECRETARY KANTOR WILL BE PARTICIPATING ACTIVELY
TABD WORKS. THAT IS WHY, ALTHOUGH IT IS THE DECISION OF THE BUSINESS
COMMUNITY, I AM ENCOIIRAGING THE TABD TO CONTINUE THIS PROCESS
BEYOND NOVEMBER. THE RESULTS OF OIJR WORK WITH INDUSTRY WILL BE
EVIDENT IN THE ELIMINATION OF TRADE BARzuERS, ENHANCED TRADE, AND
LOWER COSTS TO OIJR CONSIIMERS.
8I HAVE TO SAY, THOUGH, THAT WHILE WE HAVE WORKED HARD SINCE THE
lvlADzuD SUMivIIT TO IMPLEIVIENT TABD'S RECOMTvIENDATIONS, I tuvt NOT
CONVINCED WE HAVE WORKED HARD ENOUGH. IN PARTICULAR, I AIvI
DISAPPOINTED THAT WE HAVE NOT BEEN ABLE TO MOVE FURTHER ON THE
TOP PRIOzuTIES THAT HAVE BEEN TVIUTUALLY AGREED TO BY BOTH OUR
INDUSTzuES. BUSINESS HAS AGREED. WHY CAN'T WE?
SEVERAL OF TI{ESE ISSLTES ARE SO CLE.RENT AND SO IMPORTANT TFLAT iT IS
WORTH SPENDING A LITTLE TLVIE TODAY DISCUSSING THEM IN SOME DETAIL
MUTUAL RECOGNITION AGREEMENTS
I WOI'LD LIKE TO START BY DISCUSSING FOR A FEW MINUTES TI{E MUTUAL
RECOGNITION AGREEMENTS O{RAS) THAT WE A}ID THE COMMSSION HA\TE
BEEN NEGOTIATING IN SEVERAL SECTORS. IN TLINE, WE REACI{ED AGREEMENT
IN PRINCIPLE IN FIVE OUT OF THE SE\'EN SECTORS WE HA\IE BEEN
NEGOTIATING. THOSE FIVE ARE: TELECOMMTINICATIONS A}ID INFO TECH
PRODUCTS, ELECTROMC PRODUCTS WITH EMC CHARACTERISTICS, ALL
ELE CTRIC AL PRODUC T S, RECREATIONAL CRAFT, A}ID \IETERINARY B IOLOGIC S
WE HAVE NOW REACI{ED A POINT IN OUR NEGOTIATIONS WHERE WE CA}I
PROVIDE FULL AIID COMPLETE MRA'S TO AII ENORMOUS RAI.IGE OF TRADE. WE
ARE STILL WORKING ON MEDICAL DEVICES AND PHARMACEUTICALS
9WE ESTIMATE THAT 50-80 PERCENT OF TESTTNG fu\D CERTIFICATION COSTS FOR
EUROPEfu\ AYD AVIERICA*\ COIVIPA\IES CAN BE ELI]VTNATED WITH
IVTPLEVIENTATION OF lvlRA.S N TI-IE SECTORS CURRENTLY LhiDER
NEGOTIATION
NEGOTIATIONS IN TFIE THREE SECTORS COVERTNG TELECON4N4LINICATIONS,
ELECTROMCS, AND ELECTzuCAL SECTOR ALONE CO\IER $30 BILLION IN TWO-WAY
TRADE THIS iS A BALANCED AGREEMENT -- EIIROPEAN COMPUTERS,
TELECOMMLINICATIONS GEA& AND TRANSMTTERS HAVE EXACTLY AS MUCH TO
GAIN FROM THIS MRA AS DO U.S. PRODUCTS
IN SEEKING TO REACH THESE AGREEMENTS, THE U.S MADE IMPORTANT CHANGES
TO MEET EIIROPEAN POSITIONS .. FOR EXAMPLE AGREEING TO FTJLL MRA'S IN THE
FIVE SECTORS. U S. REGULATORY CONCERNS WILL BE TAKEN CARE OF IN THE
TRA}ISITION PEzuOD. WE ALSO AGREED TO A FDGD TRA}ISITION PERIOD. IT WILL
BE TWO YEARS A}ID NO MORE. WE HA\M, ADOPTED THE EU DEMAND FOR A
SPECIAL FORMAT TO THE TEXT T}IAT ALLOWS E)CANSION TO INCLUDE MORE
SECTORS IN THE FUTURE A}ID MORE COLTNTRIES
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WE ARE READY RIGHT NOW TO SIGN THE FIVE IVITA,S THAT WE HAVE Ti\ HAND WE
SHOLLD NOT WASTE TilvtE FOR EXAVIPLE, COMMISSION STA-FF TELL US THAT IT
\,VLL TAKE THE EU L" TO ONE YEAR TO TNTPLEIVIENT AN AGREEN,TENT, GIVEN THE
COMPLEXITIES OF COMPORTNG THE AGREEIVTENTS WITH VIEMBER STATE
REQI.IIREVIENTS
WE CANNOT SIGN, HOWEVE& BECAUSE THE COMMSSION HAS TAKEN THE VIEW
THAT TFIE FIVE AGREEMENTS I.iV HAND DO NOT PRESENT A BALANCED PACKAGE
FOR EUROPEAN INTERESTS
TI{E COMMISSION TELLS US THAT WTTHOUT FI'LL MRA'S, INCLTIDiNG FULL
RECOGMTION OF PRODUCT APPROVAIS, IN TI{E TWO REMAINING AREAS OF
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICAL DEVICES, THE PACKAGE IS NOT SUFFICIENTLY
IN EIIROPE'S INTEREST. THERE IS ALSO A CONCERN TIIAT IF WE SETTLE ON THE
FIVE RIGHT NOW, THE UNITED STATES WILL HA\'E NO FI'RTHER INTEREST IN
PURSUING MRA'S IN PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICAL DEVICES
WE DISAGREE STRONGLY. FIRST, THE FIVE AGREEMENTS DEFIMTELY OFFER A
BALANCE. THEY ARE OF GREAT VALUE TO EUROPEA}I I}IDUSTRY -. PARTICULARLY
IN TELECOMMTINICATIONS. IN FACT, EIJROPEAN INDUSTRY, ESPECIALLY
EIJROPEA}I PARTICIPAJ{TS IN THE TABD -. STRONGLY URGES THAT WE BOTH MOVE
AI{EAD. PICK THE RIPE FRUIT NOW, TI]EI' SAY, A}ID KEEP WORKING FOR TIfi REST
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ON THE SECOND COLNT, WE HAVE BEEN WORKING HARD IN Ttm TIVO REVAII\ING
SECTORS U S PHAR.,\IACEUTICAL fu\D MEDICAL EQUIPVIENT FIRVIS IVA\T THESE
AGREEMENTS AS iV.ruCH AS ELROPE,{\ FIR.VIS TF{E FDA IS PREVENTED BY LAW
FROM GRANTiNG F{,LL RECOGMTION OF APPROVAL -- EVEN TO U S LABS; BUT
WE HAVE PUT ENORMOUS EFFORT INTO DEVELOPING AN MRA ON
PHARMACEUTICAL GOOD MA\IIFACT{.IRING PRACTICES AS A START r|I THIS AREA.
TI{E U S. OFFER PUT ON TFIE TABLE IN JLII\iE INCLTIDES REAL BENEFITS TO Oi.]R
RESPECTIVE INDUSTRIES WE REMAIN FLEKBLE AND OPEN TO NEGOTIATION ON
TIIE REMAINING POINTS OF CONTENTION. WE SHOT.ILD NOT LET PERT'ECTION BE
THE ENEMY OF TIIE GOOD LET US MOVE AHEAD IN T}IE FIVE AREAS WHERE WE
HAVE REACTIED AGREEMENT, CONTINI/E PRESSING HARD IN THE REIVIAINING TWO
AREAS. A.I\D EVEN ADD MORE AREAS
I HOPE THAT YOU WLL EXAMINE THIS QUESTION CLOSELY, AND THAT YOIJR
GOVERNMENTS WTLL CONSI]LT WITH DIDUSTRY IN YOUR COLINTRIES, A}ID WILL
THEN URGE BRUSSELS TO MOVE NOW.
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INFOR}IATION TECHNOLOGY AGREEVTENT
A SECOND AREA N WHICH THE COIVIMISSION TS HOLDING BACK IS TF{E
II{FORIVIATION TECFlNoLocY AGREEMENT -- THE ITA AS CONCEI\ED By
INDUSTRY, STARTNG IN 1997,TTfi, AGREEMENT WOTID ELIMINATE TARIFFS ON
IJ\iFORMATION TECHNOLOGY PRODUCTS BY THE YEAR 2OOO BOTH I}IDUSTRIES
ALSO STRESSED THE NEED FOR QLIICK NEGOTIATION AND ADDING OTHER KEY
COLTNTRIES -- PARTICT LARLY rr\ ASIA -- SO THAT TI{E ITA COULD BE AGREED TO BY
THE SINGAPORE WTO MIMSTEzuAL IN DECEMBER 1996
T}IE ITA IS AN EXCELLENT IDEA. IT WILL LEAD TO INCREASED COIVIPETITIVENESS
AND PRODUCTIVITY IN EIIROPE, THE U.S,, AND AROLTND TI{E WORLD EI.IROPEAN
COMPETITTVENESS WLL PARTICULARLY BENEFIT, AS PzuCES FOR INFO TECH
PRODUCTS DROP .. INCLUDING FOR PERSONAL COMPUTERS, SEMCONDUCTORS,
TELE C OMMLINIC ATIO NS E Q UIPMENT, AND C OMPIITER S OFTWARE.
LAST YEAR THE COMMISSION REACTED TO EIJROPEA}i II{DUSTRYS INTEREST
FAVORABLY, PARTICULARLY AFTER TIIE NO\IEMBER TABD MEETING IN SEVILLE;
AND THE ITA WAS INCORPORATED INTO THE MADRID SUMMIT A}ID EI\IDORSED AS A
MUTUAL OBJECTTVE. SINCE TIfiN, I.INFORTLINATELY, WE HAVE ENCOUNTERED A
RE\IERSAL IN THE COMMISSIOI!'S ENTHUSIASM.
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THE CON{VISSION APPEARS TO BE TAKTNG A NEGATIVE VIEW BECAUSE IT DOES
NOT SEE TFiE AGREEIvTENT AS BALANCED ELIROPE'S I}{FO TECH TARIFFS ARE
HIGFTER THAN A'VIERICA,S OR J.A,PA.\'S, AND TFIE COIVIM]SSION FEARS IT WILL
APPEAR THAT ELB.OPE TINILATERALLY GAVE AWAY TRADE PROTECTION, GETTNIG
NOTHII\G N RETIJRN THIS REASONNG IS ABSOLUTELY WRONG AS OLI\TTTI'S
BRLNO LAMBORGHIM ELOQ{.JENTLY E)GLAINED AT A TABD MEETN{G Tili BRUSSELS
LAST MONTH, ELIMINATING TARIFFS ON INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY PRODUCTS IS
STRONGLY IN TFIE INTEREST OF ELB.OPEAN TIIDUSTRY A\D COMPETITI\ENESS
AT T}M EU STIMMT MEETINGS EARLIER THIS IVIONTH, IT BECA}4E CLEAR THAT THE
COMMISSION ALSO INTENDED TO LINK THE ITA TO THE U S - JAPAN
SEMICONDUCTOR AGREEMENT, THIS IS T}IE LATEST IN A LONG LINE OF ISSIJES
THAT THE COMMSSION HAS USED TO DELAY PROGRESS IN MOVING FORWARD ON
TI{E ITA. WE HAVE SAID THAT TFIE ITA AND TI{E U S. - JAPAN SEMCONDUCTOR
AGREEMENT ARE NOT LINKED. THE ITA IS BASICALLY A TARIFF DEAL
WE HAVE ALREADY TOLD T}IE EU COMMISSION THAT WE WOULD BE FAVORABLY
DISPOSED TO EU PARTICIPATION IN THE SEMICOI{DUCTOR AGREEMENT .. IF TI{EY
ARE PREPARED TO ELIMINATE TI{ER TAIUTS E)GEDITIOUSLY, A}ID SUPPORT US IN
SEEKING AI.I AGREEMENT THAT PROVIDES ACCESS TO TTIE JAPANESE MARKET. OI-IR
DISCUSSIONS WITH THE EU LEAD US TO BELIEVE THAT WE HAVE A COMMON
INTEREST IN SUCH ACCESS. THAT'S SEMICONDUCTORS.
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ON ITA, WE NEED TO VTOVE FORWARD, BUT THE EU HAS DECIDED TO FL\LT EVEN
THE BASIC TECHNICAL DISCUSSIONS \YHICH Iv{AKE IT TNCREASTNGLY DTFFICLTLT TO
SEE HOW WE Cfu\ HAVE A.N AGREEVIENT BY SNGAPORE TECHMCAL DISCUSSIONS
ON PRODUCT CO\iERAGE SHOLLDN'T BE HELD HOSTAGE THERE'S NO DEAL L]]VTIL
TFIERE IS A FINAL AGREEIVIENT, BUT HALTING TECHMCAL WORK ASSI.IRES THAT IT
WLL BE N{CREASINGLY DIFFICI.IT TO HAVE A DEAL WITH THE CzuTICAL IvIASS
THAT TI{E EU HAS IDENTIFIED, BY SINGAPORE. ONE CONCLUSION THAT WE DRA.W
FROM ALL OF THIS IS THAT THE EU MAY SMPLY NOT BE N{TERESTED N ACTUALLY
HAWNG AN ITAs DESPITE THE E)GIORTATIONS TI{E BALL IS CLEARLY IN TI{E EU'S
COURT
WTO BASIC TELECOIVI}TUNICATIONS
A THIRD AREA I WOULD LIKE TO DISCUSS IS T}IE BASIC TELECOMMLTNICATIONS
AGREEMENT THAT WAS TO HAVE BEEN CONCLUDED BY THE END OF APRIL
I-,INFORTTINATELY, O{IR NEGOTIATORS WERE TINABLE TO RESOLVE ALL ISSUES BY
THE END OF APRIL
TI{ERE IS MUCH COMMON GROUND BETWEEN T}IE I.]NITED STATES AND EI'ROPE.
WE HAVE MUTUAL CONCERNS ON INTERNATIONAL SERVICES, A}ID NEED TO WORK
TOGETI{ER TO MAKE SIJRE THAT FOREIGN MONOPOLIES DO NOT DISTORT
COMPETITION IN OUR GLOBAL MARKETS
I5
N FEBRUARY 1996, TFIE U S TABLED A REVISED OFFER THAT OPENED OUR ENTTRE
52 t5 BILLION TELECON,I SER\,'ICES \,IARKET LI.NFORTLNATELY, BY APRIL j0, TFIERE
WERE NOT SUFFICIENT OFFERS ON THE TABLE TO CONCLUDE AN IVTFN-BASED
AGREEIVTENT
CfuNADA5 SOME EU MEMBER STATES fu\D JAPAN MAINTAINED LTNACCEPTABLE
FOREIGN INVESTMENT RESTzuCTIONS. ONLY 17 OF THE 53 COTII{TRIES
NEGOTIATING TABLED OPEN AND LTI.IQUALIFIED MARKET ACCESS FOR USE OF
SATELLITE FACILITIES TO PROVIDE INTER]NATIONAL SERVICES
IN IVry VIEW, THE OBSTACLES TO ACHIEVING SUCCESS AT THE WTO DO NOT LIE IN
EIIROPE OR TI{E I.INITED STATES THE KEY IS IN ASIAs WHERE SOME COLTNTRIES DID
NOT EVEN OFFER TO BIND THE LEVEL OF TT{EIR CIIRRENT PRACTICES WE NEED TO
REACH A CRITICAL MASS OF GOOD OFFERS BY NEXT FEBRUARY, THROUGH A
THREE-STEP PROCESS.
FIRST, THE EUROPEAN I.INION NEEDS TO IMPROVE ITS OFFER. IT HAS PROMISED TO
DO SO, B TI T{AS NOT YET DELTVERED. THIS IS CRITICAL. THE LINITED STATES HAS
ALREADY INDICATED WE CAN IMPRO\TE OIIRS ONCE THE EU IMPROVES ITS OFFER.
FINALLY, ONCE WE HAVE BOTH IMPRO\IED OUR OFFERS, WE NEED JOINTLY TO
ENSIIRE TIIAT KEY COUNTzuES IN ASIA -- SUCH AS KOREA SINGAPORE, A}ID
THAILAND .. MAKE GOOD OFFERS.
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THE MNOR TMPROVENIENT WE SEEK T]\i THE EU OFFER IS FOR FRANCE, ITALY,
BELGILI]VT, SPATiV, PORTUGAL A",\D TRELA\D TO DELETE FOREIGN NIVEST\,IENT
RESTzuCTIONS OR DEROGATIONS FRON,{ TI-IE I998 EU DEADLTNE FOR OPEN
COMPETITION IN TELEC OIVIVI SERVICES
IT IS IMPORTANT TO PRESERVE THE PROGRESS TT{E NEGOTIATIONS HAD MADE
TOWARD PRO GRE S S IVE LIB ERALZATION OF TELEC OMMLNIC ATIONS S ERVICE S
BOTH TI{E LTNITED STATES AND T}IE EU ST,?PORTED EXTENDING THE
NEGOTIATIONS I.INTIL FEBRUARY 1997 AND KEEP E)flSTING OFFERS ON TFIE TABLE
AND MATNTAIN TFIE JANUARY 1 1998 IMPLEMENTATION DATE WE NEED TO WORK
TOGETHER TO PERSUADE OTI{ER NATIONS TO IMPROVE TFIEIR OFFERS
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ECOLABELING
ANOTFIER AREA OF N'DUSTR\.T.NTEREST IS TFIE REALIVI OF POLICY ISSL,ES
COIVTBINING TRADE fu\D ENV'IRONMENTAL ELEMENTS TFIE EU'S ECOLABEL
SCF{EME, FOR EXA"VPLE, WHILE TECHNICALLY VOLLT{TARY, WOL,LD LTNFAIRLY
DiSADVANTAGE U S SUPPLIERS IN PAPER AND PI[P, IVIOST U S -BASED Si.IPPLIERS
TO NOT MEET THE CzuTEzuA. WHEN TF{E SCFIEME IS USED AS A BASIS FOR
GOVERNMENT PROCLREMENT, IT CLEARLY WOIILD BECOME TF{E KII.\D OF
DISCRIMINATORY ACT WE HA\E PLts.SI.IED LI{DER TRADITIONAL TRADE POLICY
IN RECENT MONTHS T}IE EU IIAS GONE AHEAD, OVER VIGOROUS U.S. GOVERNMENT
OBJECTIONS, TO CONFIRM ECOLABEL REQLIIREMENTS WHICH WOI'LD ADVERSELY
AFFECT TT{E U.S. PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY. IT IS NOTEWORTTTY T}IAT BOTH THE
EUROPEAN AI'ID U.S INDUSTRIES RECOMMENDED A CESSATION OF FTIRT}IER STEPS
AND A RESTRUCTURING OF THE SCHEME TO ELIMINATE DISCRIMINATORY
FEATURES AND BRING IT INTO CONFORMITY WITH THE WTO.
TI{ERE WAS ALSO SUBSTANTIAL MEMBER STATE OPPOSITION, BUT THE
COMMISSION IS MOVING AHEAD NEVERTI{ELESS. WE ARE HOPEFI,JL TI{E
COMMSSION WILL AGREE TO GOVERNMENT TO GOVERNMENT CONSIJLTATION
BEFORE FINALZING T}IE PAPER CRITERIA IN TI{8. SPIRIT OF COOPERATION AND
AVOIDING UNNECES SARY TRADE PROBLEMS.
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DATA CONTROL POLICTES OF NATIONAL IVIETEOROLOGICAL SERV'ICES
LET VIE RAISE ruST ONE MORE ARTA OF CONCERN BEFORE TLIRNIJ\IG BACK TO OIIR
NruTUAL COOPERATION -- AND THAT IS TT{E AREA OF DATA CONTROL POLICIES OF
NATIONAL METEOROLOGICAL SERVICES THIS IS A NEW AREA\ WHERE EVENTS
ARE CHANGING RAPIDLY
U S AND EUROPEA}.i GOVER.}II\4ENT POLICES CALL FOR RAPID PzuVATZATION OF
NEW MARKETS SUCH AS THE PROVISION OF WEATHER FORECASTING AND
ANALYTICAL SERVICES. BIIDGETARY PRESSI'RES CALL FOR NEW PzuCING
SCFIEDULES OF MONOPOLY SERVICES WITHOUT MARKET DISTORTIONS TI{E NEW
WTO GATS AGREEMENT GUARA}ITEES MARKET ACCESS IN SERVICES WHERE NO
DISCIPLINES EKSTED BEFORE
THIS APRIL TI{E U.S. COMMERCIAL WEATHER SERVICE INDUSTRY BEGA}I TO
EVALUATE THE MARKET ACCESS IMPLICATIONS OF THE DATA CONTROL POLICY OF
EUROPEA}I NATIONAL METEOROLOGICAL SERVICES AS BOTH PROVIDERS OF
ESSENTIAL WEATIIER INFORMATION A}ID AS SERVICE PROVIDERS. THE MARKET
REPRESENTS AS MUCH AS $5OO MILLION IN TWO.WAY TRADE IN SERVICES. U.S
DATA IS OPEN TO THE WORLD AS A SCIENTIFIC NECESSITY, WHILE EUROPE SEEMS
TO BE LIMITING ACCESS TO USERS
t9
A FEW MONTHS AGO TI.IE U S BROUGHT ITS FIRST WEATHER SERV]CE Ti\IDUSTRY
COMPLAINT TO THE COVTNIISSION ABOUT THE ESTABLISFN,{ENT OF fu\ EU TiVTEREST
GROIJ"ING CATLED "ECOlvlET" tu\D THE EFFECT IT AND ELMETSAT DATA CONTROL
POLICY COIILD HA\E ON DISCRLVIII\,IATORY PzuCING, LIMITATIONS ON
AVAILABILITY OF KEY DATA A.ND CROSS SUBSIDZATION BETWEEN IVIONOPOLIES
AND TFIEIR COMMERCIAL SLts S IDIARIES
THE U S ALSO RECENTLY SIGNALED ITS CONCERN IN NEGOTIATIONS FOR
COOPERATiON OVER WEATIMR SATELLITE DATA COLLECTION, SEEKiNG TO ENSTIRE
THAT U S DATA USERS Cfu\ COMPETE IN EIIROPE. THiS ISSIIE IS Ai\ EARLY
EXAMPLE OF TI{E BILATERAL POLICIES WE MUST DEVELOP TO ASSI'RE A TRULY
OPEN TRANSATLANTIC MARKET PLACE.
IRELAND'S EU PRESIDENCY
I HAVE RAISED THESE PROBLEMS NOT IN ANY SENSE OF FRUSTRATION, BUT
BECAUSE I BELIEVE THEY ARE ALL SOLVABLE, AND THAT SOLVING THEM IS IN
OUR MIITIIAT INTEREST. NEXT MONDAY IRELAND WILL TAKE ON THE EU
PRESIDENCY, AND WILL HAVE THE RESPONSIBILITY OF GRAPPLING WITH A
NUMBER OF TRANSATLANTIC AND GLOBAL TRADE ISSUES THAT HAVE GREAT
POTENTIAL FOR THE FUTURE OF TRADE BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES, IREI-A.ND
AND THE REST OF THE EU.
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I AND MY ASSOCIATES IN THE U.S. GOVERNMENT LOOK FORWARD TO WORKING
WITH THE IzuSH PRESIDENCY TO FIND SOLUTIONS TO THESE AND OTHER
PROBLEMS AND TO IVIOVE OUR MUTUAL AGENDA FORWARD
I WOULD LIKE TO MENTION IN THIS CONTEXT THAT THE COMMERCE
DEPARTMENT IS GOING TO CONTINUE THE COMMERCIAL DIPLOMACY WORK IN
NORTHERN IRELAND AND THE SIX BORDER COUNTIES OF IRELAND THAT
PRESIDENT CLINTON INITIATED MORE THAN A YEAR AND A HALF AGO WHEN THE
CEASE-FIRE WAS ANNOUNCED
WE WILL CONTINUE ENCO{.IRAGING CLOSER TIES BETWEEN U.S. FIRMS AND
COMPANIES IN THE REGION, HELPING DEVELOP COMMERCIAL RELATIONSHIPS
THAT WILL HELP CREATE JOB OPPORTUNITIES IN THE REGION
WE ARE MOVING AHEAD ON PLANS FOR A BUSINESS CONFERENCE ON IRELAND
THIS FALL IN PHILADELPHIA. THIS WLL BE A FOLLOW-IJP TO THE PRESIDENT'S
SUCCESSFUL VISIT LAST DECEMBER TO NORTHERN IRELAND AND THE REPIIBLIC
OF IRELAND AND HIS WHITE HOUSE CONFERENCE OF MAY 1995
t2t
U.S. AND EU GLOBAL COOPER{TION
ONE OF OtB. PzuORITIES, FOR THE IRISH PRESIDENCY A.ND TFIEREATTER. IS FOR THE
LAIITED STATES AND THE EU TO TAKE FURTFIER STEPS TOWARD INCREASED
MARKET OPENNESS GLOBALLY AS I HAVE SAID OF THE ITA AND THE
TELECOMMIINICATIONS SERVfCES NEGOTIATIONS, TI{E U S. AND EIIROPE ARE TI{E
PILLARS OF A SUCCESSFIIL WTO AND A MORE OPEN WORLD MARKET
WE NEED TO WORK TOGETHER TO AVOID "FREE R[DERS'' IN OTHER PARTS OF THE
WORLD AND TO F{ELP OTI{ER COLTNTRIES RECOGNZE THAT THEIR ECONOMIES ARE
BEST SERVED BY INCREASINGLY OPENING TI{EIR OWN MARKETS TI{E SINGAPORE
IVII}IISTEzuAL THIS DECEMBER IS fu\ EXCELLENT OPPORTTINITY FOR US TO WORK
TOGETHER MORE CLOSELY
WE NEED TO TAKE THE ADVICE OF OUR INDUSTRIES A}iD LOOK FOR FI.IRTI{ER
TARIFF CUTS AND ACCELERATION OF URUGUAY ROLIND COMMTMENTS
WE NEED TO PRESS HARDER FOR A COMPREI{ENSIVE APPROACH TO GOVERNMENT
PROCUREMENT IN THE WTO. WHILE WE PREFER THAT ALL WTO MEMBERS ACCEDE
TO TI{E NEW WTO GOVERNMENT PROCIIREMENT AGREEMENT (GPA). WE
RECOGNZE THAT SOME ARE NOT PREPARED FOR SUCH A COMMITMENT.
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VYE BELIEVE, THOUGH, THAT IT SHOLLD BE POSSIBLE TO COIVTPLETE PREPARATORY
WORK SO MNISTERS CAN AGREE TO LAL,\CH NEGOTIATIONS ON A.\ NTERINI
ARR{\GEMENT FOCUSED ON TR{\SP.A.RENCY, OPENNESS A"\D DLE PROCESS
TRANSPARENCY IS A FLNDA.IVENTAL WTO PRINCIPLE ITS REACH SHOLILD BE
EXTENDED TO GOVEfu\MENT PROCT]T.EIVIENT AS A FIRST STEP TOWARD GRADUAL
ELIVIINATION OF BARzuERS A}4ONG ALL WTO MEMBERS
TRADE AND LABOR STANDARDS .- ADDITIONALLY, WE ARE FIRMLY CONVINCED
TI{AT TriE TIME HAS COrME TO ACK-iNOWLEDGE IN TF{E WTO THAT T}IERE SHO{ILD
BE AN EXAN{INATION OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TRADE AND LABOR
STANDARDS. LEAVTNG THIS KEY EMERGING ISSIIES OUT OF THE WTO WOi.ILD SEND
TI{E WRONG MESSAGE--ONE OF INDIFFERENCE REGARDING THE IMPORTANCE OF
ADEQUATE CORE LABOR STfu\DARDS IN TI{E WORLD TRADING SYSTEM.
TI{E LINITED STATES HAS TABLED A "NON-PAPER" ON LABOR STA}IDARDS AND THE
MI'LTILATERAL TRADING SYSTEM' IN GENEVA IN TI{E HEADS OF DELEGATION
MEETING CONSIDERING ISSIIES FOR THE SINGAPORE MINISTERIAL CONFERENCE
WE HOPE TI{AT WTO MEMBERS WTLL REFLECT CAREFTJLLY ON THE U.S. PROPOSAL
AND THAT WHEN THEY DO T}IEY WILL LINDERSTAND T}IAT OUR PROPOSAL IS A
SENSIBLE APPROACH TO EXAMINING THIS ISSUE IN THE W'TO AND SEEKS ONLY TO
BUILD INCREASED SUPPORT FOR THE MUI.TILATERAL SYSTEM.
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CHINA AND .IAPAN
BEFORE CONCLLDNG VIY RE),I.{RKS, LET VtE lvlAKE ONE FLRTF{ER PONT EUROPE
AND THE TJNITED STATES NEED TO SPEND MORE TIME AND ATTENTION TO HOW
THEY ADDRESS TFIE TWO KEY COLNTRIES IN ASIA -- CHINA fu\D JAPfu\
OLts. RECENT E)CPERIENCE IN CHINA WITH IPR IS ruST THE BEGI}INI}IG OF A LONG
PROCESS OF WORKING WITH CHIIIESE AUTHOzuTIES TO GUARANTEE INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY zuGHTS BENEFITTNG ELIROPEAN COMPfu\IES SUCH AS POLYGRA"N4 AS
WELL AS U S FIRMS SUCH AS TLVIE-WARNER WHETHER WE ARE SEEKING MARKET
ACCESS FOR SEMICONDUCTORS, AUTOS, OR INSIIRANCE IN JAPAN OR SOFTWARE
AND MOVIES IN CHINA TT{ESE AGREEMENTS ALWAYS RESLLT rl\i MTILTILATERAL
MFN MARKET OPENING FOR WORLD TRADE
WE MUST FIND A FORMULATION THAT PROVIDES IMPROVED COOPERATION
BETWEEN THE U.S. AND THE EU FOR THESE EFFORTS TO OPEN MARKETS. THIS IS A
CHALLENGE THAT DESERVES ALL OLts. ATTENTION AS IT WTLL BE TI{E MOST
IMPORTANT TRADE ISSUE OF T}IE FUTI'RE. WE SHO,ULD DO LESS SNIPING AT EACH
OTI{ER AND COOPERATE MORE CLOSELY IN SEEKING TO OPEN THESE MARKETS.
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ONE EXCELLENT OPPORTLAITY HAS PRESENTED ITSELF TFIE ABILITY FOR
EtROPEtu\ COtNTRIES TO SL?PORT TFIE UNITED STATES tN THE wTO CASE WE
HAVE ruST RAISED ON ACCESS TO THE JAPANESE FILIVI IVIARKET ELI.MNATNVG
THE RESTzuCTI\€ BUSTI\IESS PRACTICES \,VITH GOVEzu\MENT TOLERTTION THAT
ARE TOO PREVALENT TiV JAPA.\ IS SONTETHNG THAT WOLLD BENEFIT ELROPE{\
FILM PRODUCERS hIITIALLY, BUT E\,ENTUALLY WOLLD BENEFIT VIRTUALLY
EVERY COMPA}IY N EI'ROPE
I HOPE THAT EL|ROPEAN GOVEfu\N4ENTS WILL GI\E CAREFI,'L CONSIDERATION TO
WHAT WE ARE TRYNG TO ACCOMPLISH THROUGH THE WTO fu\D WTLL JON US N
THiS ENDEAVOR
THANK YOU AGAhI FOR INWTING ME TO SHARE MY PERSPECTTVE TODAY. I LOOK
FORWARD TO WORKING WITH YOU OVER TI{E COMING MONTHS AND YEARS, fu\D I
LOOK FORWARD NOW TO YOLR QUESTTONS
